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Using Weighted Columns to Calculate Course Grades 
 
In this example, a Weighted Column, which is a type of Calculated Column, was used in the Results 
Center to automatically calculate the final grades in a class. 
 
This technique is used when different components of a class are weighted with different values to 
determine the final grade. In the case of this example, the weights are quizzes 50%, tests 30% and 
exercises/written homework 20%. 
 
I have already created categories for these (exams and exercises are available by default; I added a 
“quiz” category) See the Managing Blackboard’s Results Center document to learn how to create 
categories.  
 
I clicked on “Create Calculated Column” and selected “Weighted Column” from the menu. 
 

 
In this section, you can assign the settings for your weighted column and base the final course grade on 
the category percentages you choose.  
 
The critical piece is the section represented below, where you assign the percentage weights to the 
columns or categories. Since my weighting is based on categories (quizzes 50%, tests 30% and exercises 
20%) I used the category fields box. As I moved each category over to the right, I could select the weight 
and appropriate settings for each. The weights must total 100 percent for the calculation to work (my 
50% category is out of the view here…., but you can see the settings for my 20 and 30 percent 
categories. 



 
For more information regarding some of the settings, particularly on weighting each categories’ member 
columns equally or proportionally, and on using running totals, see the Cornell University BB help page 
https://bbhelp.cit.cornell.edu/grade-center-calculated-columns/ 
 
You also can decide in these settings whether you want learners to see this weighted column in their My 
Results, or hide it. 
 
Once have your settings in place, submit, and a weighted column will appear in your Results Center 
(though you may need to move it to the location your prefer… you can use the Column Organization 
setting page to easily move it). 
 
If you have an outlier assignment, you can also assign weights to assignments individually. Use the 
“Columns to Select” option, rather than Categories to Select, to move those individual assignments over 
to the right, and select the weight percentages. Again, the total of all the selected weights must equal 
100. 

https://bbhelp.cit.cornell.edu/grade-center-calculated-columns/

